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Abstract
We generalise the constructions in [2] and [11] to give infinite families
of hyperbolic groups, each having a finitely presented subgroup that is
not of type F3. By calculating the Euler characteristic of the hyperbolic
groups constructed, we prove that infinitely many of them are pairwise
non isomorphic. We further show that the first of these constructions
cannot be generalised to dimensions higher than 3.
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1 Introduction
In this paper we look at subgroups of hyperbolic groups: these are not in gen-
eral hyperbolic. For instance, one can take a non-trivial infinite index normal
subgroup of a free group: this is not finitely generated. For elaborate examples
see [2] and [11]. In [2] there is an example of a graph Θ and a branched cover
of Θ3 which has hyperbolic fundamental group. This group is shown to have a
subgroup which is finitely presented but not hyperbolic. We show that one can
change the graph Θ as long as a certain condition, 2-fullness, is preserved. We
establish a generalisation of this result by proving the following theorem.
Theorem A. Let Γ1, Γ2 and Γ3 be 2-full graphs where every vertex has valence
at least 4. There is a branched cover of Γ1 ˆ Γ2 ˆ Γ3 whose fundamental group
is hyperbolic and contains a finitely presented subgroup that is not hyperbolic.
A variation on this theme can be found in [11]. There, another example of a
finitely presented non-hyperbolic subgroup is obtained by considering a subcom-
plex of K ˆK ˆK where K is a complete bipartite graph. This construction
relies on a graph Γ with certain properties. We prove the following theorem
which allows us to relax some of these properties and create smaller examples.
Theorem B. Let Γ1, Γ2 and Γ3 be sizeable graphs with vertex sets AiYBi, i “
1, 2, 3 and let Kij be the complete bipartite graph on Ai and Bj. Then there
exists X Ă K13 ˆ K21 ˆ K32 such that pi1pXq is hyperbolic and has a finitely
presented subgroup that is not hyperbolic.
The terminology we use in these theorems is defined in sections 3 and 4.
Throughout the paper we will use the failure of finiteness properties of groups
to prove that some finitely presented subgroups of hyperbolic groups are not
hyperbolic.
Definition 1.1. A group G satisfies property Fn if there is a KpG, 1q with finite
n skeleton.
F1 is equivalent to being finitely generated and F2 is equivalent to being
finitely presented.
Definition 1.2. A group G is of type FPn if there is a partial resolution of the
trivial ZG module,
ZP0P1. . .Pn 0
where Pi is a finitely generated projective ZG module.
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If G is of type Fn, then G is of type FPn.
A theorem of Rips (for details see [4, III.H.3.21]) tells us that hyperbolic
groups are Fn for all n
Theorem 1.3 (Rips). Let G be a hyperbolic group. Then there is a contractible
simplicial complex K, known as the Rips complex, and a proper, cocompact
action of G on K.
Rips gave the first examples of subgroups of hyperbolic groups which are
finitely generated pF1q but not finitely presented pF2q. Using small cancellation
theory, he obtained the following.
Theorem 1.4 (Rips, [12], Theorem 1). For every finitely presented group G
there exists a hyperbolic group H which surjects onto G, such that the kernel K
is finitely generated. If G is infinite, then K is not finitely presented.
Once this was known it was natural to ask whether finitely presented sub-
groups of hyperbolic groups are hyperbolic. A positive result in this direction
was given by Gersten.
Theorem 1.5 (Gersten, [7], Theorem 5.4). If G is a hyperbolic group of coho-
mological dimension 2 and H ă G is finitely presented, then H is hyperbolic.
However, we have already seen that there are examples of hyperbolic groups
with subgroups that are finitely presented but not hyperbolic. In the examples
from [2] and [11], as well as our Theorems A and B, the groups have cohomo-
logical dimension 3. In the final section of this paper we show that the first of
the two techniques is very special to dimension 3 and prove the following:
Theorem C. Let X be a product of more than 3 graphs. Then no branched
cover of X is hyperbolic.
One would ideally like to extend the results of this paper to construct sub-
groups of hyperbolic groups that are of type Fn but not Fn`1, or an example of a
subgroup with a finite classifying space which is not hyperbolic. The techniques
in this paper will not help us with these questions. One of the key difficul-
ties in regard to these challenges is the paucity of techniques for constructing
hyperbolic groups of high cohomological dimension.
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2 Preliminaries
2.1 Cube Complexes
A cube complex can be constructed by taking a collection of disjoint cubes and
gluing them together by isometries of their faces.
There is a standard way in which cube complexes can be endowed with
metrics, and there is a well-known criterion from [8] that characterises those
cube complexes that are locally CAT(0).
The precise definition of a cube complex is given in [4, Def. 7.32] as follows.
Definition 2.1. A cube complex X is a quotient of a disjoint union of Euclidean
cubes K “ ŮcPCr0, 1snc by an equivalence relation „.
The restrictions χc : r0, 1snc Ñ X of the natural projection χ : K Ñ X “
K{ „ are required to satisfy:
• for every c P C the map χc is injective;
• if χcpr0, 1sncq X χc1pr0, 1snc1 q ‰ H, then there is an isometry hc,c1 from a
face Tc Ă r0, 1snc onto a face Tc1 Ă r0, 1sn1c such that χcpxq “ χc1px1q if
and only if x1 “ hc,c1pxq.
Definition 2.2. A metric space is non-positively curved if its metric is locally
CAT(0).
We will see in due course that non-positive curvature for cube complexes is
a local condition. It is controlled at the links of vertices.
Definition 2.3. Let x be a point in a cube complex X. We define the link of
x, denoted Lkpx,Xq to be the  neighbourhood of x for  sufficiently small.
We define the link of a cube c, Lkpc,Xq to be the link of any interior point
in c. If c is an n-cube, then Lkpc,Xq is a join Λ ˚ Sn´1.
We should take  smaller than the distance from x to any cube not containing
x.
We can subdivide the cube complex to make x a vertex. This link then comes
with natural simplicial structure, where n-cells in the link are intersections of
Npxq with n` 1-cubes in this new cubical structure.
This link is a spherical complex built from all-right spherical simplices (see [4,
§5.18]).
Definition 2.4. A complex L is a flag complex if it is simplicial and every set
tv1, . . . , vnu of pairwise adjacent vertices spans a simplex. (That is, there are
no “empty simplices”).
Flag complexes are completely determined by their 1-skeleta.
Gromov proved the following combinatorial condition for cube complexes.
Theorem 2.5 (Gromov, [8]). A cube complex is non-positively curved if and
only if the link of every vertex is a flag complex.
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In the course of this paper we will construct subgroups of hyperbolic groups
which are not hyperbolic. We therefore require a criterion which will tell us
when the fundamental group of a compact cube complex is hyperbolic. This
will be the case if the universal cover is a hyperbolic metric space. Bridson,
following a suggestion of Gromov, gave a nice characterisation of this property
as follows.
Theorem 2.6 (Bridson, [3], Theorem A). Let X be a compact non-positively
curved cube complex and let X˜ be its universal cover. Then X˜ is not hyperbolic
if and only if there exists an isometric embedding i : E2 ãÑ X˜.
We call such an isometrically embedded copy of E2 a flat.
The key arguments in our proofs will be proving that the complexes con-
structed have no flat planes in their universal covers. To do this we will need
an appropriate form of transvervality in the world of cube complexes; we define
this as follows.
Definition 2.7. Given a CAT(0) cube complex X and an isometric embedding
i : E2 Ñ X, we say that a subset D of X intersects E2 transversally at a point
p if there is an  ą 0 such that Nppq XD X ipE2q “ tpu.
2.1.1 CAT(0) cones
We will consider flats in CAT(0) cube complexes. For every point x P X on the
flat, there is a corresponding geodesic loop of length 2pi in Lkpx,Xq. In many
cases the link of such a point will be a spherical join, and it will be natural to
consider the Euclidean cone on this link and examine flat planes in this cone.
For full details see [4, I.5.13]
Definition 2.8. Given a metric space Y , the CAT(0) cone X “ C0pY q over Y
is defined as follows. As a set X is a quotient of r0,8q ˆ Y by the equivalence
relation given by pt, yq „ pt1, y1q if pt “ t1 “ 0q. The equivalence class of pt, yq is
denoted ty and the class of p0, yq is denoted 0.
The distance between two points x “ ty and x1 “ t1y1 in X is defined by
dpx, x1q2 “ t2 ` t12 ´ 2tt1 cos `mintpi, dpy, y1qu˘.
This formula defines a metric on X see [4, I.5.9].
Remark 1. The metric defined above is CAT(0) if and only if Y is a CAT(1)
space.
When considering cones, we have the following theorem telling us that joins
of metric spaces correspond to products in the cone.
Theorem 2.9 (Bridson–Haefliger [4], I.5.15). For any metric spaces Y1 and Y2
there is a natural isometry of C0pY1 ˚ Y2q onto C0pY1q ˆ C0pY2q.
In this setting, we consider the projection of C0pY1qˆC0pY2q onto each factor.
These projections do not increase distances and (after reparameterisation) map
geodesics to geodesics.
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Two geodesic lines c, c1 : R Ñ X are said to be asymptotic if there exists a
k P R such that d`cptq, c1ptq˘ ď k for all t P R. Asymptotic rays in CAT(0)
spaces behave very nicely:
Theorem 2.10 (Bridson–Haefliger [4], II.2.13). Let X be a CAT(0) space and
c, c1 be asymptotic geodesic lines. Then the convex hull of cpRq Y c1pRq is iso-
metric to a flat strip
Rˆ r0, Ds Ă E2.
2.2 Branched covers of cube complexes
We will take branched covers of cube complexes to get rid of high dimensional
flats. The techniques we will use were developed by Brady in [2]. The idea is
to branch over an appropriate subset which intersects all the high-dimensional
flats.
Definition 2.11. Let K be a non-positively curved cube complex. We say that
L Ă K is a branching locus if it satisfies the following conditions:
1. L is a locally convex cubical subcomplex,
2. Lkpc,Kqr L is connected and non-empty for all cubes c in L.
The first condition is required to prove that non-positive curvature is pre-
served when taking branched covers. The second is a reformulation of the clas-
sical requirement that the branching locus has codimension 2 in the theory of
branched covers of manifolds; it ensures that the trivial branched covering of K
is K.
Definition 2.12. A branched cover pK of K over the branching locus L is the
result of the following process.
1. Take a finite covering K r L of K r L.
2. Lift the piecewise Euclidean metric locally and consider the induced path
metric on K r L.
3. Take the metric completion pK of K r L.
We require some key results from [2] which allow us to conclude that this
process is natural and that the resulting complex is still a non-positively curved
cube complex.
Lemma 2.13 (Brady [2], Lemma 5.3). There is a natural surjection pK Ñ K
and pK is a piecewise Euclidean cube complex.
Lemma 2.14 (Brady [2], Lemma 5.5). If L is a finite graph, then pK is non-
positively curved.
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2.3 Bestvina–Brady Morse theory
While Bestvina–Brady Morse theory is defined in the more general setting of
affine cell complexes, in this instance we shall only need it for non-positively
curved cube complexes.
For the remainder of this section, let X be a CAT(0) cube complex and let
G be a group which acts freely, cellularly, properly and cocompactly on X. Let
φ : GÑ Z be a homomorphism and let Z act on R by translations.
Recall that χc is the characteristic map of the cube c.
Definition 2.15. We say that a function f : X Ñ R is a φ-equivariant Morse
function if it satisfies the following 3 conditions.
• For every cube c Ă X of dimension n, the map fχc : r0, 1sn Ñ R extends
to an affine map Rn Ñ R and fχc : r0, 1sn Ñ R is constant if and only if
n “ 0.
• The image of the 0-skeleton of X is discrete in R.
• f is φ-equivariant, that is, fpg ¨ xq “ φpgq ¨ fpxq.
We will consider the level sets of our function, which we will denote as
follows.
Definition 2.16. For a non-empty closed subset I Ă R we denote by XI the
preimage of I. We also use Xt to denote the preimage of t P R.
The kernel H of φ acts on the cube complex X in a manner preserving each
level set XI . Moreover, it acts properly and cocompactly on the level sets. We
will use the topological properties of the level sets to gain information about
the finiteness properties of the group. We will need to examine how they vary
as we pass to larger level sets.
Theorem 2.17 (Bestvina–Brady, [1], Lemma 2.3). If I Ă I 1 Ă R are connected
and XI1 r XI contains no vertices of X, then the inclusion XI ãÑ XI1 is a
homotopy equivalence.
If XI1rXI contains vertices of X, then the topological properties of XI1 can
be very different from those of XI . This difference is encoded in the ascending
and descending links.
Definition 2.18. The ascending link of a vertex is
LkÒpv,Xq “ ŤtLkpw, cq | c is a cube in X and χcpwq “ v and w is a vertex
of c and is a minimum of fχcu Ă Lkpv,Xq.
The descending link of a vertex is
LkÓpv,Xq “ ŤtLkpw, cq | c is a cube in X and χcpwq “ v and w is a vertex
of c and is a maximum of fχcu Ă Lkpv,Xq.
Theorem 2.19 (Bestvina–Brady, [1], Lemma 2.5). Let f be a Morse function.
Suppose that I Ă I 1 Ă R are connected and closed with min I “ min I 1 (resp.
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max I “ max I 1q, and assume I 1rI contains only one point r of f`Xp0q˘. Then
XI1 is homotopy equivalent to the space obtained from XI by coning off the
descending (resp. ascending) links of v for each v P f´1prq.
We can now deduce a lot about the topology of the level sets. We know how
they change as we pass to larger intervals and so we have the following.
Corollary 2.20 (Bestvina–Brady, [1], Corollary 2.6). Let I, I 1 be as above.
1. If each ascending and descending link is homologically pn´ 1q-connected,
then the inclusion XI ãÑ XI1 induces an isomorphism on Hi for i ď n´ 1
and is surjective for i “ n.
2. If the ascending and descending links are connected, then the inclusion
XI ãÑ XI1 induces a surjection on pi1.
3. If the ascending and descending links are simply connected, then the in-
clusion XI ãÑ XI1 induces an isomorphism on pi1.
Knowing that the direct limit of this system is a contractible space allows
us to compute the finiteness properties of the kernel of φ.
Theorem 2.21 (Bestvina–Brady, [1], Theorem 4.1). Let f : X Ñ R be a φ-
equivariant Morse function and let H “ kerpφq. If all ascending and descending
links are simply connected, then H is finitely presented (that is, H is of type
F2).
We would also like to have conditions which will allow us to deduce that H
does not satisfy certain other finiteness properties. A well-known result in this
direction is:
Proposition 2.22 (Brown, [5], p. 193). Let H be a group acting freely, properly,
cellularly and cocompactly on a cell complex X. Assume further that rHipX,Zq “
0 for 0 ď i ď n´1 and that rHnpX,Zq is not finitely generated as a ZH-module.
Then H is of type FPn but not FPn`1.
In [2], the above result was used to prove that a certain group is not of
type FP3. In our theorems, not all the links will satisfy the assumptions of [2,
Theorem 4.7] and hence we require the following.
Theorem 2.23. Let f : X Ñ R be a φ-equivariant Morse function and let
H “ kerpφq. Suppose that for all vertices v the reduced homology of LkÒpvq and
LkÓpvq vanishes in dimensions 0, . . . , n´1 and n`1. Further assume that there
is a vertex v1 such that rHn`LkÒpv1q˘ ‰ 0 or rHn`LkÓpv1q˘ ‰ 0 (possibly both).
Then H is of type FPn but not of type FPn`1.
Proof. From Corollary 2.20 we know that rHi`Xrt´N,t`Ns˘ “ rHipXtq for 0 ď
i ď n ´ 1 and all N P N. Since homology commutes with direct limits, we can
pass from Xt to X and deduce that all these homology groups are trivial. We
now show that rHnpXtq is not finitely generated as a ZH-module.
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Suppose that we have a finite set of n-cycles z1, . . . , zl that generate rHnpXtq
as a ZH-module. There exists an N such that each zi bounds an pn` 1q-chain
in Xrt´N,t`Ns. So the inclusion induced map rHnpXtq Ñ rHnpXrt´N,t`Nsq is
zero. But by Corollary 2.20 it is also onto, so rHnpXrt´N,t`Nsq “ 0.
Theorem 2.19 implies that for every closed interval J containing rt´N, t`
N s, XJ can be obtained (up to homotopy) from Xrt´N,t`Ns by coning off the
ascending and descending links of vertices v such that fpvq P `Jrrt´N, t`N s˘.
Since all these links have trivial homology in dimension n` 1, we can see from
the Mayer–Vietoris sequence that the inclusion induced maprHn`1pXJ 1q Ñ rHn`1pXJq
is injective for all rt´N, t`N s Ď J 1 Ď J .
We will assume that the vertex v1 satisfies rHn`LkÒpv1q˘ ‰ 0. The case with
descending links is analogous. Using the fact that the short exact sequence
0 Ñ H Ñ GÑ ZÑ 0
splits, we get a Z action on X which gives us an action on the collection of
level sets with r P Z sending Xt to Xt`r. Translating by this action, we can
assume that the vertex v1 is in Xrt´N´s,t`NsrXrt´N,t`Ns for some large s. Let
L be the union of all the ascending links coned off in the process of going from
Xrt´N,t`Ns to Xrt´N´s,t`Ns.
Once again, looking at the Mayer–Vietoris sequence we see thatrHn`1`Xrt´N´s,t`Ns˘Ñ rHnpLq
is a surjective map. Since the latter is non-zero by assumption, the former
must also be non-zero. This implies that rHn`1pXq is non-zero since homol-
ogy commutes with direct limits; but X is a contractible space, so we have a
contradiction.
Therefore rHnpXtq must be infinitely generated, so by Proposition 2.22 the
result follows.
3 Hyperbolisation of products of graphs
In this section we are going to take branched covers of products of graphs and
prove that the result has hyperbolic fundamental group, with a finitely presented
subgroup that is not of type F3. We will do this in the following way.
1. Start with three 2-full graphs Γ1, Γ2 and Γ3 (Definition 3.1).
2. Find a locally isometric copy of L “ Γ1 \ Γ2 \ Γ3 in K “ Γ1 ˆ Γ2 ˆ Γ3.
3. Take a cover of K r L and complete to get a branched cover X of K.
4. Define a Morse function on the universal cover X˜ of X and examine the
ascending and descending links of this function; from this we will conclude
that there is a finitely presented subgroup that is not of type F3.
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5. Finally, prove that X˜ is a hyperbolic space.
Definition 3.1. A connected graph Γ is 2-full if the vertices of Γ can be divided
into 2 sets A and B such that every edge has one endpoint in A and the other
in B.
For simplicial graphs, this is equivalent to being bipartite. However, we
allow multiple edges in our graphs and will reserve the use of “bipartite” for
simplicial graphs.
We will prove the following.
Theorem A. Let Γ1, Γ2 and Γ3 be three 2-full graphs such that the valence of
any vertex is at least 4. Then there is a finite branched cover X of Γ1ˆΓ2ˆΓ3
such that there are no isometrically embedded flat planes in X˜. Furthermore,
there is a finitely presented subgroup of pi1pXq that is not of type F3.
3.1 The branched cover
Let the vertices of Γi be divided into two sets Ai, Bi as in the definition of 2-full
and let K “ Γ1 ˆ Γ2 ˆ Γ3.
Our branching locus will be
L “ pΓ1 ˆA2 ˆB3q \ pB1 ˆ Γ2 ˆA3q \ pA1 ˆB2 ˆ Γ3q.
This is a locally convex subcomplex of K. We now check that Lkpc,Kqr L
is connected and non-empty for all cubes in L. We will do the case of a cube
on Γ1 ˆ A2 ˆ B3; the other cases are identical. If c is the edge r0, 1s ˆ tpa, bqu,
then Lkpc,Kq “ S0 ˚Lkpa,Γ2q ˚Lkpb,Γ3q. We are removing the copy of S0 and
thus obtain a deformation retract onto Lkpa,Γ2q ˚ Lkpb,Γ3q. If c is the vertex
pv1, a, bq, then Lkpc,Kq “ Lkpv1,Γ1q˚Lkpa,Γ2q˚Lkpb,Γ3q; we are removing the
copy of Lkpv1,Γ1q. The complex Lkpv1,Γ1q ˚ Lkpa,Γ2q ˚ Lkpb,Γ3q r Lkpv1,Γ1q
deformation retracts onto a join of two non-empty sets. Therefore, Lkpc,KqrL
is connected and non-empty for all cubes in L.
We now consider the complex K r L. We have three surjective projections:
p1 : K r LÑ Γ2 ˆ Γ3 r pA2 ˆB3q,
p2 : K r LÑ Γ3 ˆ Γ1 r pA3 ˆB1q,
p3 : K r LÑ Γ1 ˆ Γ2 r pA1 ˆB2q,
which are the restrictions of the projection maps K Ñ Γi ˆ Γj .
Proposition 3.2. Each of the complexes ΓiˆΓjrpAiˆBjq deformation retracts
onto a graph.
Proof. We start at a removed vertex and push out radially in adjacent squares.
This removes the interior of each cube adjacent to a vertex in AiˆBj . As every
edge in a 2-full graph has one endpoint in A and one in B, all 2-cells are retracted
by this process, leaving us with a graph Gij :“ pΓiˆAjqYpBiˆΓjq Ă ΓiˆΓj .
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Figure 1: The loops ei and e
1
i are in Γi and ej and e
1
j are in Γj . The vertex
labelled v is in Ai ˆBj .
Let qij ą maxtdegpvq : v P Γi \ Γju be a prime number and Sqij be the
symmetric group on qij elements. Let α P Sqij be a qij-cycle and β P Sqij be an
element such that βαβ´1 “ αl, where l is a generator of Zqˆij .
A homomorphism pi1pGijq Ñ Sqij can be defined by labelling each edge of
Gij with an element of Sqij , with the condition that if e has label g, then e¯ has
label g´1.
We start by labelling the edges of Γi and Γj , then extend this to a labelling
of Gij in an obvious way.
For each edge of Γi we label with an element of tα, . . . , αqiju, such that at
each vertex the edges oriented towards it are labelled by different powers of α.
We similarly label the edges of Γj with powers of β such that at each vertex the
edges oriented towards it are labelled by different powers of β.
This defines a homomorphism ρij : pi1pΓi ˆ Γj r pAi ˆ Bjqq Ñ Sqij . A loop
of length 4 in the link of a removed vertex comes from a diagram as in Figure
1, where the centre vertex is removed. This loop deformation retracts onto a
loop of length 8 in Gij . This loop is labelled by a commutator of the form
rβ´m, α´ns “ βmαnβ´mα´n “ αnplm´1q. When n ă qij and m ă qij ´ 1, this
is a non-trivial power of α. These conditions will be satisfied by the choice of
qij , hence this commutator is a qij-cycle.
We now have three maps:
ρ23 ˝ pp1q˚ : pi1pK r Lq Ñ Sq23 ,
ρ31 ˝ pp2q˚ : pi1pK r Lq Ñ Sq31 ,
ρ12 ˝ pp3q˚ : pi1pK r Lq Ñ Sq12 .
Let q “ q12q23q31. We combine the above representations to get a representation
ρ : pi1pKrLq Ñ Sq. If each representation as seen as acting on the vector space
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Rqij , then ρ should be the tensor product of these representations. We then take
the cover of KrL corresponding to the stabiliser of 1 in Sq and complete to get
the desired branched cover X. By Lemma 2.14, this cover will be non-positively
curved.
We now consider links of vertices in X and construct a Morse function.
The vertices of X can be split into 2 types:
1. Vertices that do not map to L.
2. Vertices that map to L.
Given a vertex v of type 1, let w “ pv1, v2, v3q be the vertex in K to which v
maps. Since w is disjoint from the branching locus, a small neighbourhood lifts
to X. The link of v is therefore isomorphic to the link of w, that is,
Lkpv,Xq “ Lkpv1,Γ1q ˚ Lkpv2,Γ2q ˚ Lkpv3,Γ3q.
We now examine the link of a vertex v of type 2. Let w “ pv1, v2, v3q be the
vertex in K to which v maps. We will do the case where v2 P A2 and v3 P B3;
the other cases can be treated similarly.
Recall that Lkpw,Kq “ Lkpv1,Γ1q ˚ Lkpv2,Γ2q ˚ Lkpv3,Γ3q. Further recall
that during the branching process we are removing the set corresponding to the
vertices in Lkpv1,Γ1q. We have a map on fundamental groups
pi1pLkpw,Kqr Lkpv1,Γ1qq Ñ pi1pK r Lq.
We consider the image of pi1pLkpw,Kqr Lkpv1,Γ1qq under the maps pi˚.
Lkpw,Kqr Lkpv1,Γ1q is mapped by p1 to the link of a removed vertex in
Γ2 ˆ Γ3 r pA2 ˆB3q;
the image is thus isomorphic to Lkpv2,Γ2q˚Lkpv3,Γ3q. The space pA˚BqrB is
homotopy equivalent to A; this homotopy equivalence comes from the projection
pC0pAq ˆ C0pBqqr pt0u ˆ C0pBqq Ñ C0pAq,
where C0pXq is the CAT(0) cone from Definition 2.8. The map Lkpw,Kq r
Lkpv1,Γ1q Ñ Lkpv2,Γ2q ˚ Lkpv3,Γ3q coming from the projection is a homotopy
equivalence. Under the maps p2 and p3, Lkpw,Kq r Lkpv1,Γ1q is sent to a
union of contractible sets. We are now reduced to considering the image of
pi1pLkpw,Kqr Lkpv1,Γ1qq under the map ρ1 to Sq23 . We picked the maps such
that loops of length 4 in Lkpv2,Γ2q ˚ Lkpv3,Γ3q are sent to q23-cycles under the
homomorphism ρ1.
We can cover the graph Lkpv2,Γ2q ˚ Lkpv3,Γ3q with a sequence L of loops
of length 4, such that each loop has non-empty intersection with the union of
the previous loops. Every loop of length 4 has connected preimage in the cover.
The cover of each loop in L will have non-empty intersection with the union of
previous loops. Thus the corresponding cover will be a connected graph with
no loops of length 4, as any loop of length 4 has preimage a loop of length ą 4.
We will denote this graph Λv. The link of v is the join of Λv with the discrete
set Lkpv1,Γ1q.
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3.2 The Morse function and ascending and descending
links
We put an orientation on each edge of Γi; we orient the edges such that at each
vertex there are at least two incoming edges and at least two outgoing edges.
We give the circle S1 a cell structure with 1 vertex and 1 edge, putting an
orientation on this edge. Define a map fi : Γi Ñ S1 by mapping each edge to
the edge of S1 by the given orientation and mapping all vertices to the vertex
of S1. These assignments define a map
f : Γ1 ˆ Γ2 ˆ Γ3 Ñ S1 “ R{Z,
fpx, y, zq “ f1pxq ` f2pyq ` f3pzq,
which lifts to an f˚-equivariant Morse function f˜ : K˜ Ñ R.
We precompose with the branched covering map b to get a map h “ f ˝
b : X Ñ S1. Lift this to universal covers to get a Morse function h˜ : X˜ Ñ R,
which is h˚-equivariant. We will examine the ascending and descending links
of h˜. We concentrate on the case of the ascending link; the arguments are the
same for the descending link.
Note that h˜ “ f˜ ˝ b˜ where b˜ : X˜ Ñ K˜ is the lift of b to universal covers. We
also consider the induced map on links b˜Lkpvq : Lkpv, X˜q Ñ Lkpb˜pvq, K˜q. Given
a vertex v of X˜ the ascending link is the preimage of the ascending link of b˜pvq.
The ascending link of b˜pvq is U1 ˚ U2 ˚ U3 where Ui is a discrete set whose size
is the number of edges oriented away from b˜pvq in Γ˜i.
If v is a type 1 vertex, then the ascending link of v is isomorphic to the
ascending link of b˜pvq, which is U1 ˚ U2 ˚ U3. This join is simply connected but
has non-zero second homology; indeed, as each |Ui| ą 1 it has the homotopy
type of a wedge of 2-spheres.
Let v be a vertex of type 2; without loss of generality, assume that it lies on
a lift of Γ1ˆA2ˆB3. The ascending link of v will be the preimage of U1˚U2˚U3
in U1 ˚ Λv. Since Ui contains at least 2 points, the graph U2 ˚ U3 is connected
but not simply connected. We cover U2 ˚ U3 with loops of length 4 such that
successive loops have non-empty intersection with the union of the previous
loops. Since each of these loops has connected preimage in Λv, the intersection
of a loop with the union of the previous loops will remain non-empty. Therefore,
the cover U of U2 ˚U3 in Λv will be connected. The ascending link will be U ˚U1
which will be simply connected as the join of a connected set and a non-empty
set.
The kernel of f˚ is finitely presented by Theorem 2.21. The ascending link
of a vertex which is of type 1 has the form U1 ˚U2 ˚U3, which although simply
connected has non-zero second homology. Applying Theorem 2.23, we see that
the kernel will not be of type FP3.
3.3 Hyperbolicity of the branched cover
To complete the proof of Theorem A we must prove that X˜ is hyperbolic.
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Figure 2: Intersection pattern of L˜ on a cube in X˜.
Let L˜ be the preimage of L in X˜. We will prove that the cube complex X˜ is
hyperbolic by contradiction. By Theorem 2.6 it is enough to show that there are
no isometrically embedded copies of E2 in X˜. Suppose that i : E2 Ñ X˜ is such
an embedding and let F “ ipE2q. First, we show that ipE2q has a transverse
intersection point with L˜. Around such an intersection point we will see that
the angle sum in ipE2q is forced to be ą 2pi, contradicting the assumption that
i is an isometric embedding.
Each 3-cube of X˜ intersects L˜ in 3 edges in the pattern depicted in Figure
2.
Because i is an isometric embedding, it cannot be contained in the 1-skeleton
of X˜, so there is a 3-cube c where the intersection is 2-dimensional.
There are two cases to consider:
1. F X L˜X c “ H
2. F X L˜X c ‰ H
In case 1, F must have intersected c in an edge adjacent to a vertex v of c
which does not map to L. We can develop E2 in a cubical neighbourhood of this
vertex. The link of v in this neighbourhood will produce part of an octahedron.
We have depicted this in Figure 3. We can consider this cube as a subset of E3,
where v sits at the origin and the edge with non-empty intersection is on one of
the coordinate axes. Developing the plane into these cubes we see that we will
intersect L in one of the adjacent cubes from Figure 3.
We have now reduced to case 2. We have shown that there is a cube c and
an edge e Ă L˜X c such that F Xe ‰ H. Either this intersection is a single point
in which case we will see that it is a transverse intersection. If this is not the
case, then the edge e is entirely contained in F . In this case we can see from
the intersection pattern in Figure 2 that ipE2q intersects one of the other edges
of L˜ in c in a single point.
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vFigure 3: Cubes around a vertex not mapping to L.
If the intersection point x is in the interior of an edge, then it is a transverse
intersection point. This can be checked by using a ball whose radius is less than
the minimum distance to an endpoint of e.
In the case where the intersection point x is the endpoint of an edge, we will
prove that it is a transverse point of intersection by contradiction.
If x is not a transverse point of intersection, then there are points of E2 X L˜
arbitrarily close to x. Since i is an isometric embedding, if two points of an
edge are in ipE2q, then the whole edge is contained in ipE2q. Therefore, ipE2q
will contain both a 2-dimensional cross section of the cube c and an edge e1
of L˜ in another cube that is adjacent to c. Since the link of x is the join of a
graph and a discrete set and the vertex corresponding to e1 is contained in the
discrete set, it follows that there is a cube c1 containing e1 such that c and c1
share a 2-dimensional face. Consider the union of these two cubes as a subset
of E3. The plane defined by the polygon in c does not contain the edge in L˜, so
i cannot have been an isometric embedding.
We now have a transverse intersection point with L˜. To see that the flat
plane is not isometrically embedded we split into 2 cases.
Firstly, we will study the case where the transverse intersection point x is
in the interior of an edge e. The plane will intersect several cubes in various
polygonal subsets each contributing an angle. Since we assumed that the plane
was isometrically embedded, these angles must sum to 2pi. Two such polygons
joined along an edge correspond to two cubes meeting along a face containing
e. These polygons make a contribution of pi to get an angle sum of 2pi we would
therefore have to have exactly four cubes meeting around e. But the link of e
in X˜ contains no loops of length less than 6.
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If the transverse intersection point x is the endpoint of the edge e we pro-
ceed similarly. We will assume that the component of L˜ with the transverse
intersection is a lift of Γ1. Since there is a flat containing x we see that there is
a loop of length 2pi in Lkpx, X˜q. We can now take the CAT(0) cone C0pxq over
Lkpx, X˜q. Let Λx be the subgraph of Lkpx, X˜q spanned by vertices not corre-
sponding to L˜. Since Lkpx, X˜q “ Λx ˚ Lkpx, L˜q we see by Theorem 2.9 C0pxq
is isometric to C0pΛxq ˆC0pLkpx, L˜qq. The latter summand is several copies of
R` joined at 0. We can project this plane to C0pΛxq. Two parallel geodesics
have bounded distance under this projection and thus by Theorem 2.10 they
bound a flat strip. This gives a loop of length 2pi in Λx. However, by choice of
the branched covering, Λx has no loops of length less than 6.
Our argument by contradiction is complete, and we have proved that there
cannot be an isometrically embedded flat plane. Thus X˜ is a hyperbolic CAT(0)
cube complex.
3.4 Euler characteristics
Choosing different graphs Γi we have an infinite family of spaces, each of which
has hyperbolic fundamental group. We will now calculate the Euler character-
istic of these groups to show that this family contains an infinite subfamily of
pairwise non-isomorphic hyperbolic groups. We would like to improve this result
to show that the non-hyperbolic subgroups of interest are not commensurable;
this work is ongoing.
Proposition 3.3. Let Γ1, Γ2 and Γ3 be 2-full graphs, let Vi “ Ai \ Bi be
the vertex set of Γi and let Ei be the edge set of Γi. We use the shorthand
|Ai| “ ai, |Bi| “ bi, |Vi| “ vi and |Ei| “ ei. Then the q12q23q31-fold branched
cover X of K “ Γ1 ˆ Γ2 ˆ Γ3 has Euler characteristic
q12q23q31pv1v2v3 ` a1b2e3 ` b1e2a3 ` e1a2b3 ` e1e2v3 ` e1v2e3 ` v1e2e3
´ v1a2b3 ´ b1v2a3 ´ a1b2v3 ´ e1v1v2 ´ v1e2v3 ´ v1v2e3 ´ e1e2e3q
´ q12q31a2b3pe1 ´ v1q ´ q12q23a3b1pe2 ´ v2q ´ q23q31a1b2pe3 ´ v3q
Proof. To prove this we count the number of cells of each dimension in X. We
do this by examining the cells in the cover of K r L, accounting for how many
cells we add when we complete to obtain X.
There are no 2 or 3-cells in L, therefore each such cell in K lifts to the cover.
Thus we have
q12q23q31pe1e2v3 ` e1v2e3 ` v1e2e3q
2-cells and
q12q23q31pe1e2e3q
3-cells in X.
We are removing the
a1b2e3 ` b1e2a3 ` e1a2b3
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1-cells of L from K, so in the cover of K r L we have
q12q23q31pe1v1v2 ` v1e2v3 ` v1v2e3 ´ a1b2e3 ´ b1e2a3 ´ e1a2b3q
1-cells before completing.
Similarly, we are removing the
v1a2b3 ` b1v2a3 ` a1b2v3
0-cells of L from K, so in the cover of K r L we have
q12q23q31pv1v2v3 ´ v1a2b3 ´ b1v2a3 ´ a1b2v3q
0-cells.
We now account for the cells added on completing the cover. We look at the
completion of a component of Γ1. The link of a lift of an edge e in Γ1 will be a
q23 fold cover of the link of e. The lift of Γ1 will thus be a q12q31-fold cover of Γ1.
This cover will have q12q31pv1a2b3q 0-cells and q12q31pe1a2b3q 1-cells. Repeating
this count for the graphs Γ2 and Γ3 gives the desired result.
A simple example of a 2-full graph Γ satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem A
is obtained by taking a prime p ą 3 and p´1 copies of r0, 1s, then identifying all
the 0 endpoint and all the 1 endpoints. This is a “cage graph” with 2 vertices and
p´ 1 edges. The complex X constructed as above by taking Γ1 “ Γ2 “ Γ3 “ Γ
and q12 “ q13 “ q23 “ p has Euler characteristic p2p9` 15p´ 24p2 ` 9p3 ´ p4q.
Thus we obtain an infinite family of hyperbolic groups with finitely presented
subgroups not of type F3.
4 Another family of groups which are finitely
presented and not of type F3
The second method we will present extends Lodha’s work [11].
Definition 4.1. A simplicial graph Γ is sizeable if it satisfies the following
conditions:
• Γ is bipartite on two sets A and B,
• Γ contains no loops of length 4,
• there exist partitions A “ A`\A´ and B “ B`\B´, such that ΓpAs\
Btq is connected for all s, t P t´,`u.
A sizeable graph with 44 vertices was constructed in [11]. One can construct
many examples using the procedure for hyperbolising 2-dimensional right angled
Artin groups detailed in [10]. In [9], an example with 37 vertices is given. It is
now natural to ask for the minimal number of vertices and edges in a sizeable
graph. Theorem A.5 of the appendix shows that the minimal number of vertices
of a sizeable graph is 24. Furthermore such a graph is constructed.
The following remark differentiates our complexes from those constructed
in [2, 11].
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Remark 2. The graph depicted in Figure 6 has all four subgraphs contractible.
When we create the cube complex X from Theorem B, the ascending and de-
scending links come in two types: some are contractible, the others are the join
of three discrete sets each with 2 points.
The example of Brady [2] can be seen as the special case of Theorem A based
on a cage graph with 4 edges, where in the proof one takes q12 “ q23 “ q31 “ 5.
The example of Lodha [11] is a special case of Theorem B, using the sizeable
graph defined in [11]. In both cases the ascending and descending links come in
two varieties: each is either a join of 3 discrete sets, each with 2 points, or the
suspension of a loop of length at least 20. Thus we can see that the ascending
and descending links in the construction can be quite different from the previous
constructions.
We now move on to proving the main theorem of this section.
Theorem B. For i “ 1, 2 and 3, let Γi be a sizeable graph with vertex set Ai\Bi.
Let Kij be the complete bipartite graph on Ai and Bj. Let X be the full cubical
subcomplex of K13ˆK21ˆK32 spanned by vertices pv1, v2, v3q P K13ˆK21ˆK32
which satisfy one of the following conditions,
• vi P Ai for all i,
• vi P Bi´1 for all i,
• v1 P A1, v2 P B1 and rv1, v2s is an edge of Γ1,
• v2 P A2, v3 P B2 and rv2, v3s is an edge of Γ2,
• v3 P A3, v1 P B3 and rv3, v1s is an edge of Γ3.
Then pi1pXq is hyperbolic and contains a finitely presented subgroup that is not
hyperbolic.
We will give the proof of this theorem in several stages.
1. Terminology relating to the complex X.
2. Define a Morse function X˜ Ñ R, where X˜ is the universal cover of X.
3. Examine the ascending and descending links of the Morse function to see
that pi1pXq has a finitely presented subgroup which is not of type F3.
4. Prove that X˜ is hyperbolic.
4.1 The complex X
The vertices of X are defined in Theorem B. We say that a vertex is of type 1 if
it satisfies either of the first two conditions and of type 2 otherwise. We include
a cube in X if all the vertices defining it are in X.
Put an orientation on each edge of Kij by orienting it from A
s
i to B
t
j if s “ t
and orienting it towards Asi otherwise. Give S
1 a cell structure with one vertex
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and one oriented edge. We define a map hi : Kij Ñ S1 by mapping open edges
homeomorphically to the open edge of S1 respecting orientation, and we extend
this to a map
h : K13 ˆK21 ˆK32 Ñ S1,
hpx, y, zq :“ h1pxq ` h2pyq ` h3pzq.
Restricting to X, we get a map f : X Ñ S1. Lifting to universal covers, we get
a Morse function f˜ : X˜ Ñ R which is f˚-equivariant.
4.2 The ascending and descending links of f
We first examine the links of vertices and prove that X is a non-positively curved
cube complex. We will then move on to looking at the ascending and descending
links.
Notation 4.2. For a vertex v in Γi, let Nv be the set of vertices adjacent to v
in Γi.
4.2.1 A type 1 vertex
Let v “ pv1, v2, v3q be a vertex of type 1. We will consider the case where vi P Ai,
the other case (where vi P Bi´1) being similar. Consider adjacent vertices in
K13ˆK21ˆK32 that are of the form pv11, v2, v3q, pv1, v12, v3q and pv1, v2, v13q where
v1i P Bi´1. These vertices are in X under the following conditions:
• pv11, v2, v3q is in the complex if rv11, v3s is an edge of Γ3.
• pv1, v12, v3q is in the complex if rv12, v1s is an edge of Γ1.
• pv1, v2, v13q is in the complex if rv13, v2s is an edge of Γ2.
Thus Lkpv,Xqp0q “ Nv1 \Nv2 \Nv3 .
We now look at which edges will be in Lkpv,Xq. There is an edge between
the vertices corresponding to pv1, v2, v13q and pv1, v12, v3q if the vertex pv1, v12, v13q
is in the complex, since this will mean that the edges rpv1, v2, v3q, pv1, v12, v3qs
and rpv1, v2, v3q, pv1, v2, v13qs are adjacent on a square. The vertex pv1, v12, v13q
is in the complex if rv1, v12s is an edge of Γ1 which is the case above. Thus
Lkpv,Xqp1q “ pNv1 ˚Nv2 ˚Nv3qp1q. To understand the 2-skeleton we check which
cubes are in X. This corresponds to checking vertices of the form pv11, v12, v13q:
in fact v1i P Bi´1 always, so this vertex is always in the complex. We conclude
that Lkpv,Xq “ Nv1 ˚Nv2 ˚Nv3 .
We now examine the ascending and descending links of v. We will examine
the case of the ascending link, the descending link being similar.
LkÒpv,Xq is the full subcomplex of Lkpv,Xq corresponding to edges in the
graphs Kij oriented away from Ai. This is the join of three sets Qv1 , Qv2 and
Qv3 where Qvi Ă Nvi is the subset consisting of those edges in Kij oriented
away from Ai.
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The ascending and descending links are all simply connected since they are
the joins of three discrete sets. For a vertex vi P Γi, let Ovi Ă Nvi be those
edges oriented towards vi. There is a vertex where at least one of Qvi and Ovi
contains at least 2 points. Indeed, if this were not the case then every vertex
would have exactly one edge oriented towards it and one away, and since the
subgraphs ΓpAs \ Btq are connected they would have to be segments meaning
that Γ is a copy of S0 ˚ S0 which contains a loop of length 4. Thus there is a
vertex v such that at least one of LkÒpv,Xq or LkÓpv,Xq has non-zero second
homology.
4.2.2 A type 2 vertex
Now examine the link of a type 2 vertex. We will look at a vertex v “ pv1, v2, v3q,
where v1 P A1, v2 P B1, v3 P A3 and rv1, v2s is an edge of Γ1. All other cases are
similar.
We start by considering adjacent vertices, which give the 0-skeleton of Lkpv,Xq.
We can see that the possible adjacent vertices are of the form pv11, v2, v3q, pv1, v12, v3q
or pv1, v2, v13q. All vertices of the form pv1, v12, v3q are in X as these are type 1
vertices. All vertices of the form pv1, v2, v13q are also in X as rv1, v2s is an edge
of Γ1. Vertices of the form pv11, v2, v3q are in the complex if rv11, v3s is an edge
of Γ3. Therefore, Lkpv,Xqp0q “ A2 \B2 \Nv3 .
We now consider which squares are in the complex X; these will enable us
to compute Lkpv,Xqp1q. We will do the three cases individually.
1. There is an edge between vertices corresponding to pv1, v12, v3q and pv1, v2, v13q
if the vertex pv1, v12, v13q is in the cube complex. Here, v1 P A1, v12 P A2, v13 P
B2, which means this vertex is in the cube complex if rv12, v13s is an edge
of Γ2.
2. There is an edge between vertices corresponding to pv11, v2, v3q and pv1, v2, v13q
if the vertex pv11, v2, v13q is in the cube complex. Here, v11 P B3, v2 P B1, v13 P
B2, so this is a type 1 vertex and is always in the cube complex.
3. Similarly, there is an edge between vertices corresponding to pv11, v2, v3q
and pv1, v12, v3q if the vertex pv11, v12, v3q is in the complex. Now, v11 P
B3, v
1
2 P A2, v3 P A3. So the vertex pv11, v12, v3q is in the complex if rv11, v3s
is an edge of Γ3, which is the case if pv11, v2, v3q is in the complex.
Putting all of this together, we can see that the 1-skeleton of Lkpv,Xq is the
1-skeleton of Γ2 ˚Nv3 .
To see the complex is flag we must consider the cubes in X. Three vertices
pv11, v2, v3q, pv1, v12, v3q, pv1, v2, v13q which are pairwise adjacent in the link span
a triangle if pv11, v12, v13q is in X. We can see that v11 P B3, v12 P A2, v13 P B2
and this is in the complex as long as rv12, v13s is an edge of Γ2, which is always
the case, as pv1, v12, v3q, pv1, v2, v13q are adjacent in the link. This shows that
Lkpv,Xq “ Γ2 ˚Nv3 .
The ascending link of v is the full subcomplex spanned by those edges which
are oriented away from v this is the join of Qv3 with the full subgraph of Γ2
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pv1, v2, v3q pv11, v2, v3q
pv1, v2, v13q
pv11, v2, v13q
pv11, v12, v13q
pv11, v12, v3q
pv1, v12, v13q
pv1, v12, v3q
Nv1 ˚Nv2
Nv1 ˚Nv3
Nv1 ˚Nv13
Nv11 ˚Nv13
Nv12 ˚Nv13
Nv11 ˚Nv2
Nv2 ˚Nv3
Nv11 ˚Nv12Γ2
Γ1
Γ3
Nv12 ˚Nv3
Figure 4: The link of each vertex and each edge of X. Each vi P Ai and
v1i P Bi´1. The bold edges are Γ-edges.
spanned by As Y Bt for some s, t P t´,`u. This is simply connected since Γ2
is sizeable. For the convenience of the reader we have depicted the link of each
vertex in Figure 4.
4.3 Proof that X˜ is hyperbolic
To prove that X˜ is hyperbolic we use a similar argument to that of Section 3.
Recall that a subset D of X intersects E2 transversally at a point p if there
is an  ą 0 such that Nppq XD X E2 “ tpu.
In each 3-cube there are six type 2 vertices and two type 1 vertices. Joining
vertices of type 2, there are two types of edge, which can be determined by their
link, which is either Γi or a complete bipartite graph. This is shown in Figure
4. We will be concerned with those edges which have link Γi, which we will
refer to as Γ-edges. Let C be the union of all Γ-edges. In a 3-cube the Γ-edges
have the same arrangement as the edges of L˜ from Figure 2. We will prove that
there cannot be an isometrically embedded flat plane in X˜, by arguing that any
flat plane would have a transverse intersection with C and that around such a
transverse point the angle sum must be at least 3pi – a contradiction.
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Assume that i : E2 Ñ X˜ is an isometric embedding. It is not contained in the
1-skeleton, so there is a cube c whose intersection with ipE2q is 2-dimensional.
If ipE2q X cX C “ H, then we have intersected c in a neighbourhood of a type
1 vertex. We can develop this plane into cubes meeting at this type 1 vertex. If
we develop the flat plane we see that it will intersect a Γ-edge in one of these
cubes. This situation is shown in Figure 3 where the bold edges are Γ-edges.
We have reduced to the case ipE2q X c X C ‰ H. From the intersection
pattern pictured in Figure 2 the plane must intersect a Γ-edge in 1 point.
If the intersection point is in the interior of an edge, then we can see that it
is a transverse intersection by taking a ball of radius less than the distance to
either endpoint x.
If the intersection point with the Γ-edge is a vertex v, then we must prove
that it intersects all Γ-edges at this vertex transversally. Since i was an isometric
embedding, if we do not intersect all Γ-edges at v transversally, then there is a
Γ-edge e1 entirely contained in ipE2q. However, there is a cube c1 sharing a face
with c in which this edge e1 is contained. Thus ipE2q will contain a polygonal
subset in c and a Γ-edge e1 in c1. Considering c Y c1 as a subset of E3 we can
see that the Γ-edge is not contained in the plane defined by the polygon in c.
Therefore, the plane could not have been isometrically embedded.
We conclude that there is a transverse intersection point with C. Examining
the angle sum around such a point will give the desired result.
Firstly, we will study the case where the intersection is in the interior of an
edge e. In the link of such an intersection point we will see a loop of length
2pi. The plane will intersect several cubes in various polygonal subsets, each
contributing an angle to this loop. These angles must sum to 2pi. A pair of
such polygons joined along an edge corresponds to a pair of cubes which share
a face meeting along e; the angle contribution from these two polygons is pi. To
get an angle sum of 2pi we must therefore have four cubes meeting around e.
But the link of e in X is Γi which contains no cycles of length less than 6 – a
contradiction.
If the transverse intersection point x is the endpoint of the edge e we proceed
similarly. We will assume that the link of e is Γ1 and x is a vertex of the form
pb3, a2, a3q. Since there is a flat containing x we see that there is a loop of
length 2pi in Lkpx, X˜q. We can now take the CAT(0) cone C0pxq over Lkpx, X˜q.
Since Lkpx, X˜q “ Γ1 ˚ Lkpa2,Γ2q we see by Theorem 2.9 C0pxq is isometric to
C0pΓ1q ˆC0pLkpa2,Γ2qq. The latter summand is several copies of R` joined at
0. We can project this plane to C0pΓ1q. Two parallel geodesics have bounded
distance under this projection and thus by Theorem 2.10 they bound a flat strip.
This gives a loop of length 2pi in Γ1. A loop of length 2pi corresponds to a circuit
of length 4. But, once again, Γ1 has no loops of length less than 6.
Therefore, there are no isometrically embedded flat planes in X˜ and pi1pXq
is hyperbolic.
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4.4 Euler characteristics
At this stage in our consideration of these examples, we again have an infinite
family of CAT(0) spaces, each having hyperbolic fundamental group. We prove
that there are infinitely many non-isomorphic groups in this family by calculat-
ing the Euler characteristic of the spaces in terms of the sizeable graphs Γ1, Γ2
and Γ3. We would like to improve this result to show that the non-hyperbolic
subgroups that we’ve constructed are not commensurable; this work is ongoing.
Proposition 4.3. Let Γ1, Γ2 and Γ3 be sizeable graphs, such that Γi has vertices
divided into Ai \ Bi as in Definition 4.1; also let Ei be the edge set of Γi. We
will denote ai “ |Ai|, bi “ |Bi| and ei “ |Ei|. The Euler characteristic of the
cube complex X “ XpΓ1,Γ2,Γ3q is
a1a2a3 ` b1b2b3 ` a1e2 ` a3e1 ` a2e3 ` b2e1 ` b3e2 ` b1e3
` e1e2a3 ` e1a2e3 ` a1e2e3 ` e1e2b3 ` e1b2e3 ` b1e2e3
´ a1a2e3 ´ a1e2a3 ´ e1a2a3 ´ b1b2e3 ´ b1e2b3 ´ e1b2b3
´ e1e2 ´ e2e3 ´ e1e3 ´ a1e2b3 ´ e1b2a3 ´ b1a2e3 ´ e1e2e3.
Proof. We examine the links of vertices. Vertices, edges and 2-cells in Lkpv,Xq
correspond to edges, squares and cubes adjacent to v in X. Since each edge
is adjacent to two vertices, each square is adjacent to four vertices and each
cube is adjacent to eight vertices. The Euler characteristic can be computed by
knowing the number of 0, 1 and 2-cells in the link of each vertex.
We start by examining the 8 types of vertices and their links. A vertex v in
X is of the form pv1, v2, v3q; the 8 types correspond to vi being in Ai or Bi´1.
We will use Nvi to denote the neighbours of vi in the sizeable graph Γi or Γi´1
and ni “ Nvi .
(v1, v2, v3) Link of vertex 0-cells in link 1-cells in link 2-cells in link
A1 ˆA2 ˆA3 Nv1 ˚Nv2 ˚Nv3 n1 ` n2 ` n3 n1n2 ` n1n3 ` n2n3 n1n2n3
A1 ˆA2 ˆB2 Γ3 ˚Nv1 a3 ` b3 ` n1 e3 ` n1pa3 ` b3q e3n1
A1 ˆB1 ˆA3 Γ2 ˚Nv3 a2 ` b2 ` n3 e2 ` n3pa2 ` b2q e2n3
A1 ˆB1 ˆB2 Γ3 ˚Nv3 a3 ` b3 ` n3 e3 ` n3pa3 ` b3q e3n3
B3 ˆA2 ˆA3 Γ1 ˚Nv2 a1 ` b1 ` n2 e1 ` n2pa1 ` b1q e1n2
B3 ˆA2 ˆB2 Γ1 ˚Nv1 a1 ` b1 ` n1 e1 ` n1pa1 ` b1q e1n1
B3 ˆB1 ˆA3 Γ2 ˚Nv2 a2 ` b2 ` n2 e2 ` n2pa2 ` b2q e2n2
B3 ˆB1 ˆB2 Nv1 ˚Nv2 ˚Nv3 n1 ` n2 ` n3 n1n2 ` n1n3 ` n2n3 n1n2n3
Summing over the appropriate sets gives the desired result. We go through
the first 2 cases in detail.
The number of 0-cells in the links of all vertices which are in A1 ˆA2 ˆA3
isÿ
v1PA1
ÿ
v2PA2
ÿ
v3PA3
pn1`n2`n3q “ pa1a2
ÿ
v3PA3
n3q`pa1a3
ÿ
v2PA2
n2q`pa2a3
ÿ
v1PA1
n1q,
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since each edge of Γi has one endpoint in Ai we can see that this is equal to
a1a2e3 ` a1e2a3 ` e1a2a3.
We claim that the number of 1-cells in the links of all vertices which are in
A1 ˆA2 ˆA3 is ÿ
v1PA1
ÿ
v2PA2
ÿ
v3PA3
pn1n2 ` n1n3 ` n2n3q.
Using the fact that Γi is bipartite, this is equal to
e1e2a3 ` e1a2e3 ` a1e2e3.
Finally, the number of 2-cells in the links of all vertices which are in A1 ˆ
A2 ˆA3 is ÿ
v1PA1
ÿ
v2PA2
ÿ
v3PA3
n1n2n3 “ e1e2e3.
We get similar results for the vertices in B3 ˆB1 ˆB2.
For vertices in A1 ˆ A2 ˆ B2 we get the following: the number of 0-cells
across all such vertices isÿ
v1PA1
ÿ
rv2,v3sPE2
pn1 ` a3 ` b3q “ a1e2a3 ` a1e2b3 ` e1e2;
the number of 1-cells across all such vertices isÿ
v1PA1
ÿ
rv2,v3sPE2
pe3 ` n1pa3 ` b3qq “ a1e2e3 ` e1e2a3 ` e1e2b3;
the number of 2-cells across all such vertices isÿ
v1PA1
ÿ
rv2,v3sPE2
e3n1 “ e1e2e3.
Repeating this for the other vertices gives the desired result.
Using the construction detailed in [10] with |A`| “ |B`| “ 2 and |A´| “
|B´| “ 1 we can create sizeable graphs where ai “ 4p “ bi and ei “ 16p for all
primes p ě 5. The Euler characteristic of X in these examples is ´64p2pp` 6q
and as such we have an infinite family of non-isomorphic hyperbolic groups each
having a finitely presented subgroup not of type F3.
5 Obstruction to hyperbolisation in dimension
at least 4
Our procedure for hyperbolising products of graphs is special to dimension three.
In this section we show that in higher dimensions hyperbolisation via branched
covers is not possible in the settings discussed.
Recall that the process of taking a branched cover of X over a branching
locus C is the following:
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1. Take a finite covering X r C of X r C;
2. Lift the piecewise Euclidean metric locally and consider the induced path
metric on X r C;
3. Take the metric completion Xˆ of X r C.
Theorem 5.1. If X is a cube complex of dimension n ą 3, and X has a cubical
subcomplex isometric to Tn, then no non-positively curved branched cover of X
is hyperbolic.
Brady [2] states that Bestvina proved a similar result about T 5.
We will start by looking at the case of an n-torus and this will quickly imply
the result. Let C be a branching locus for X “ Tn, let X r C be the finite
cover in the definition of branched cover and let Y be the completion of this
finite cover.
Lemma 5.2. Let e be an open cube contained in C of dim ď n´ 3 and assume
there does not exist a cube e1 such that e¯ Ĺ e1 Ĺ C. Let C 1 “ C r e. Then there
is a cover of Tn r C 1 whose completion is isomorphically isometric to Y .
Proof. Within C, e is contained in no larger cube so each x P e˚ has a neigh-
bourhood Npxq in Tn such that Npxq r C is homeomorphic to Rn r Rdimpeq.
Then Npxq r C is homotopy equivalent to a sphere of dimension at least 2, so
is simply connected. This deleted neighbourhood lifts homeomorphically to the
cover and when we complete we are just gluing back in the copy of Rdimpeq. This
shows that in a neighbourhood of each point of e, the branched covering map is
an unramified cover. Thus we can remove e from the branching locus without
affecting Xˆ.
This lemma allows us to assume that the branching locus is a union of cubes
of dimension n´ 2.
Lemma 5.3. Suppose that e “ en´2 Ă C has a free face e1 (that is, there is no
other cube glued to e along e1) and let C 1 “ C r pintpeq Y e1q. Then there is a
cover of Tn r C 1 whose completion is isometrically isomorphic to Y .
Proof. Let e1 be a free face of e. Each point x P e˚1 has a neighbourhood Npxq
such that Npxq r C is homeomorphic to Rn r pR` ˆ Rn´4q which is simply
connected. This deleted neighbourhood lifts to the cover, and when we take
completions we are just gluing back in the copy of R`ˆRn´4. This shows that
in a neighbourhood of the free face the branched covering map is an unramified
covering.
Let x be an arbitrary point in the interior of e and let γ be a geodesic
from x to the free face of e. The boundary B of a regular neighbourhood of
γ in Tn is homeomorphic to Sn´1 “ Sn´1´ Y pSn´2 ˆ r0, 1sq Y Sn´1` where
Sn´1˘ are hemispheres centred around the endpoints of γ. Then pB r Cq »
pSn´1rSn´1´ YpSn´2ˆr0, 1sqq » ‹. A deleted neighbourhood of γ in TnrC lifts
to the cover. So, again, the branched covering is unramified in a neighbourhood
of γ, which shows that we can remove e from the branching locus.
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Lemma 5.4. A locally convex subcomplex of Tn of dimension n ´ 2 that has
no free faces is a disjoint union of copies of Tn´2.
Proof. The locally convex subcomplex with no free faces is a closed non-positively
curved manifold and defines a class in Hn´2pTnq. The link of every vertex in
Tn is a copy of Sn´1 triangulated as S0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ S0. After a cubical subdivision
(if necessary) we can assume that the cubical neighbourhood of every vertex is
r´1, 1sn. Each copy of r´1, 1s in this product defines a generator of the funda-
mental group of Tn. In the subcomplex each vertex will have link isomorphic
to S0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ S0 “ Sn´3, where the n ´ 2 copies of S0 give n ´ 2 generators
showing that this submanifold has fundamental group Zn´2 and the manifold
is an pn´ 2q-torus.
Proposition 5.5. Let b : Y Ñ Tn be a branched cover. If a component ∆ of
the branching locus is a copy of Tn´2, then the restriction of b to the preimage
of ∆ is a covering map.
Proof. The component ∆ has a neighbourhood homeomorphic to Tn´2 ˆ D2.
Deleting ∆ we obtain Tn´2ˆpD2r t0uq. Any finite cover of Tn´2ˆpD2r t0uq
is again homeomorphic to Tn´2ˆpD2rt0uq. Taking the metric completion has
the effect of adding Tn´2ˆt0u. From this we see that the map on the preimage
of ∆ is an unramified covering map.
If we know that the cover is non-positively curved and the torus is locally
convex, then the fundamental group of our cover will have a Z2 subgroup and
will not be hyperbolic.
Proposition 5.6. The preimage of C is locally convex and the cover is non-
positively curved.
Proof. Looking at a point in C, we see a neighbourhood of the form S1 ˚Dn´2
where S1 has length 2pi. The preimage of this in the cover will be several disjoint
copies of S1 ˚Dn´2, where the length of S1 may now be greater than 2pi. The
copy of Dn´2 is convex in S1 ˚Dn´2 and so the embedding of the preimage of
C is locally convex.
The link of a vertex will be copy of S1 ˚ Sn´3, which is a CAT(1) space, as
the join of two CAT(1) spaces. Thus the cover is non-positively curved.
Theorem 5.7. If X is an n-dimensional cube complex, n ą 3, which contains
an isometric copy of n-dimensional torus as a cubical subcomplex, then no non-
positively curved branched cover of X is hyperbolic.
Proof. Consider a component of the preimage of Tn. This is a branched cover
of Tn, that will contribute a Z2 subgroup to the fundamental group of the
branched covering, which is therefore not hyperbolic.
In the case where X is the product of n ě 4 graphs with no vertices of
valence 1, every branched cover is CAT(0). By Lemmas 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 we can
assume that the branching locus C is a union of n ´ 2 cubes. Let Cˆ be the
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preimage of C under the branching map b. Using the above we can also see that
the map b : Cˆ Ñ L is a covering map.
Lemma 5.8 (Brady [2], Lemma 5.4). Let X be a non-positively curved cube
complex, C Ă X a branching locus, and v P C a vertex. Then Lkpv, Cq is a full
subcomplex of Lkpv,Xq.
The following proposition shows that the cover will be non-positively curved.
Proposition 5.9. Let K be a non-positively curved cube complex and let L
be a branching locus. Let Lˆ be the preimage of L under the branched covering
b : Kˆ Ñ K. If the map b : Lˆ Ñ L is an unramified covering, then Kˆ is non-
positively curved.
Proof. The branched covering Kˆ is a cube complex and we must prove that the
link of each vertex is a flag complex. Let v be a vertex of Kˆ there is a derivative
map bLkpvq : Lkpv, Kˆq Ñ Lkpbpvq,Kq. We must show that the complex Lkpv, Kˆq
is simplicial. If not, there exist simplices σ, τ Ă Lkpv, Kˆq which are not equal
but have the same boundary. Since Lkpbpvq,Kq is a simplicial complex we can
see that bLkpvqpσq “ bLkpvqpτq.
A vertex w in σ defines an edge at v in Kˆ. If bpeq Ć L then the map
Lkpe, Kˆq Ñ Lkpbpeq,Kq is an isomorphism. Since Lkpe, Kˆq can be identi-
fied with Lkpw,Lkpv, Kˆqq. This implies that the map of links Lkpv, Kˆq Ñ
Lkpbpvq,Kq is locally injective at w P Lkpv, Kˆq contradicting bLkpvqpσq “ bLkpvqpτq.
This shows that all the vertices of σ are contained in Lˆ. But the map
b : Lˆ Ñ L is a covering map, in particular locally injective, which once again
contradicts the fact that bLkpvqpσq “ bLkpvqpτq.
Once it is simplicial we see that the simplex in K filling the 1-skeleton of
bLkpvqpσq has a corresponding cube. This cube lifts to the cover and fills the
1-skeleton of σ in Lkpv, Kˆq.
A Minimal sizeable graphs – by Giles Gardam
In this appendix we determine minimal sizeable graphs: we construct a sizeable
graph (as defined in Definition 4.1) on 24 vertices (Figure 6), and prove that
there exists no such graph on 23 or fewer vertices (Theorem A.5). We also
determine the smallest sizeable graphs in certain classes: where the 4 subgraphs
are all paths (as in [9]), all cycles, and all cycles defined ‘arithmetically’ as
in [11].
Notation. For our sizeable graphs, we will denote the two bipartitions of the
vertex sets as A “ A0 \ A1 and B “ B0 \ B1, rather than using ` and ´ as
indices. The 4 induced subgraphs ΓpAs, Btq will be referred to as the defining
subgraphs of Γ.
First, let us sketch why constructing sizeable graphs is a delicate matter. On
the large scale, a sizeable graph “looks like” a 4-cycle: think of shrinking each
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As, Bt to a single vertex, and draw an edge to represent an induced subgraph
that is connected. This runs contrary to containing no 4-cycle, which makes
constructing such graphs difficult.
Suppose that each As and Bt has n edges. Connectivity of the defining
subgraphs requires that they have average degree approximately 2 (so average
degree 4 in the whole graph), since the sum of degrees over the 2n vertices must
be at least 2p2n´ 1q.
Proposition A.1. Let Γ be a random bipartite graph on A \ B with |A| “
|B| “ 2n, constructed by including any edge from A to B independently with
probability 2n . Then the expected number of subgraphs of Γ isomorphic to the
4-cycle is p1´ 12n q264.
This underlines the difficulty of constructing such graphs.
Proof. The number of possible 4-cycles is
`
2n
2
˘2
, and the probability of any given
4-cycle occurring is
`
2
n
˘4
.
Definition A.2. We call a graph arithmetic if it can be constructed in the
following manner. The vertices are divided into 4 sets A0, A1, B0, B1 of equal
size n, identified with the group Z{n. The edges are determined by 8 numbers:
hs,t and ks,t for s, t P t0, 1u. The vertex ais P As is joined by an edge to bi`hs,tt
and b
i`ks,t
t in B
t.
Lodha constructed arithmetic sizeable graphs for n “ 11, that is, on 44
vertices. The graph in Figure 5b is an example for n “ 9, with the values
h0,0 “ 0 h0,1 “ 0 h1,0 “ 0 h1,1 “ ´1
k0,0 “ ´1 k0,1 “ 2 k1,0 “ 2 k1,1 “ ´2
(the difference in sign is due to orientation of the edges from A0 and towards
A1, used for convenience in the proof of Theorem A.3).
Theorem A.3. The smallest number of vertices for an arithmetic sizeable graph
is 36.
Proof. Our example shows that 36 is possible; we now show that less than 36 is
not. Consider an arithmetic graph. For any vertex a0 P A0, there are 8 paths
of length 2 from a0 to a vertex a1 P A1: such a path can go via B0 or B1, and
there are two choices of a neighbour b of a0 in each corresponding B
t, and b
then has 2 neighbours in A1. If any of these paths had the same endpoint, this
would give a 4-cycle. Thus A1 must have at least 8 vertices, so the whole graph
must have at least 32.
Suppose for the sake of contradiction that we had an arithmetic sizeable
graph on 32 vertices, that is, for n “ 8. After a change of coordinates, we can
assume that h0,0 “ h1,0 “ h0,1 “ 0. To be precise, we relabel the vertex bi0
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(a) A generic arithmetic graph
A0A1
B0
B1
00
0
´1´2
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1
(b) A sizeable arithmetic graph for n “
9
Figure 5: Arithmetic graphs
with b
i´h0,0
0 , b
i
1 with b
i´h0,1
1 , and a1 with a
i´h0,0`h1,0
1 and adjust the values of
hs,t and ks,t accordingly afterwards. For notational convenience, as indicated
in Figure 5a we let a “ k0,0, b “ ´k1,0, c “ k0,1, d “ ´h1,1 and e “ ´k1,1.
The 8 paths of length 2 from a00 to A1 end at the vertices a
i
1 for i “ 0, a, b, a`
b, d, c`d, e, c`e, and thus these are a permutation of 0, . . . , 7 pmod 8q. Summing
these 8 numbers, we have
2pa` b` c` d` eq ” 28 ” 4 pmod 8q
However, for the 4 defining subgraphs to be connected (and not to split as 2 or
more disjoint cycles) we need a, b and c to be odd, and d and e to be of opposite
parity, so without loss of generality assume d is even and e is odd. Now the 4
endpoints ai1 for i “ a, b, c` d and e must be a permutation of 1, 3, 5, 7, so that
a` b` c` d` e ” 1` 3` 5` 7 ” 0 pmod 8q.
This is a contradiction.
For the lower bound of 32, all we used was the assumption that in each
of the 4 defining subgraphs, every vertex has degree 2. For instance, this is
true if the subgraphs are (not necessarily arithmetically defined) cycles. By
exhaustive computational search, we have determined there is no sizeable graph
of 32 vertices of this type either, so a minimal sizeable graph with all defining
subgraphs cycles is our arithmetic example on 36 vertices.
An immediate observation is that we can assume the defining subgraphs of
any sizeable graph are trees: the definition requires only that they be connected,
but whenever one is not a tree, we could remove an edge from a cycle and obtain
a sizeable graph on the same number of vertices (since we clearly will not have
introduced a 4-cycle, nor affected connectivity of subgraphs) but with one less
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edge. So it is natural to ask how small we can make a sizeable graph where the
4 defining subgraphs are not cycles, but rather paths. In fact, intuition suggests
that one could well construct sizeable graphs of the absolute minimum number
of vertices in this way, because one anticipates that the branching of any tree
that is not a path creates central, highly connected vertices that would serve to
create 4-cycles.
However, with the 4 defining subgraphs as paths we cannot achieve the
minimum of 24, or even very close. Most of this gap is explained by the fact
that having the total number of edges in each subgraph more evenly distributed
over the degrees of the vertices (which have degree 2 except for in 2 cases) means
that every vertex in B joins sufficiently many pairs in A0ˆA1 that unless there
are 28 vertices, creating a 4-cycle is unavoidable by the pigeonhole principle.
We now prove this.
Proposition A.4. Any sizeable graph with all 4 defining subgraphs a path has
at least 28 vertices.
Proof. Let the n “ |B0| vertices in B0 be labelled 1, 2, . . . n and let di denote the
degree of vertex i in the subgraph ΓpA0, B0q and let ei be its degree in ΓpA1, B0q.
Since the defining subgraphs are paths, every di and every ei is either 1 or 2.
The sum of degrees over one side of a bipartite graph is the number of edges,
so
řn
i“1 di “ |A0|` |B0|´ 1 and it follows that the number of di that are equal
to 1 is |B0| ` 1 ´ |A0| (which is either 0, 1, or 2, noting that in a bipartite
path graph the two sides have size differing by at most 1). Similarly, precisely
|B0|` 1´ |A1| of the ei are equal to 1.
The number of pairs in A0ˆA1 that are joined by a vertex in B0 is řni“1 diei.
By the rearrangement inequality, this is bounded below by the value for when
we never have di “ ei “ 1, that is, when there are |B0|`1´ |A0| pairs pdi, eiq “
p2, 1q, |B0| ` 1 ´ |A1| pairs pdi, eiq “ p1, 2q, and the remaining pairs are p2, 2q
(if such an arrangement is not possible due to there being too many 1’s, the
following bound still holds). Thus we have
nÿ
i“1
diei ě 4n´ 2p2 |B0|` 2´ |A0|´ |A1|q “ 2p|A0|` |A1|´ 2q
We have the same lower bound on the number of pairs in A0 ˆ A1 joined by a
vertex in B1, so since these pairs must be distinct, we have
|A0| |A1| ě 4p|A0|` |A1|´ 2q
which gives p|A0|´4qp|A1|´4q ě 8. This is possible (for natural numbers) only
if |A0|` |A1| ě 14. We similarly conclude |B0|` |B1| ě 14 so the graph has at
least 28 vertices in total.
Remark 3. By exhaustive computational search, we know that actually the
minimum size we can attain is 31 vertices.
Theorem A.5. The minimal number of vertices of a sizeable graph is 24.
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Figure 6: A sizeable graph on 24 vertices, depicted as a subgraph of the incidence
graph for the projective plane of order 3 (Figure 7), shown together with the 4
induced subgraphs
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With no topological assumptions on the subgraphs (such as being cycles
or paths) the best lower bound we can get with the techniques used to prove
Proposition A.4 is 22, which is close to the actual minimum of 24.
Proposition A.6. Every sizeable graph has at least 22 vertices.
Proof. As in the proof of the above proposition, let the degrees of vertices of B0
be di and ei. Connectivity requires that di, ei ě 1 and thus pdi´ 1qpei´ 1q ě 0,
so diei ě di`ei´1. Thus řni“1 diei ě řni“1 di`řni“1 ei´ |B0| “ p|A0|` |B0|´
1q ` p|A1|` |B0|´ 1q ´ |B0| “ |A0|` |A1|` |B0|´ 2.
We have a similar bound for B1, and thus considering the total number of
pairs in A0 ˆA1 at distance 2 in the graph metric, we see that
|A0| |A1| ě |A0|` |A1|´ 4` p|A0|` |A1|` |B0|` |B1|q
We can assume without loss of generality that |B0|` |B1| ě |A0|` |A1|, so after
substituting into the above inequality and factorizing we have
p|A0|´ 3qp|A1|´ 3q ě 5
Since |A0| , |A1| are positive integers this implies that |A0| ` |A1| ě 11, so the
graph has at least 22 vertices.
While we can use such a pleasantly simple argument to get a lower bound
of 22, to improve the lower bound to 24 we now apply results in extremal
graph theory, concerning the Zarankiewicz problem. To do this, we weaken the
requirements on our graphs somewhat: we forget the bipartitions of A into
A0 and A1 and of B into B0 and B1, and thus do not ask for connectivity of
these subgraphs, but rather ask simply that there be at least as many edges as
connectivity would require, which is 2N ´ 4 for a sizeable graph on N vertices.
Definition A.7 ( [6, Definition 1.2]). A bipartite graph G “ pA,B;Eq is called
Ks,t-free if it does not contain s vertices in A and t vertices in B that span
a subgraph isomorphic to the complete bipartite graph Ks,t. The maximum
number of edges that a Ks,t-free bipartite graph of size pm,nq may have is the
Zarankiewicz number Zs,tpm,nq.
Even for ps, tq “ p2, 2q – the case we are interested in, corresponding to
having no 4-cycles – not all Zarankiewicz numbers are known exactly, but they
are known for the range of values relevant to us [6, Table 1]. This smallest value
of m`n for which Z2,2pm,nq ě 2pm`nq´4 holds is 23: Z2,2p11, 12q “ 42 (and
is the only possibility with m ` n “ 23 up to swapping m and n), whereas for
m` n “ 22 we have
pm,nq p7, 15q p8, 14q p9, 13q p10, 12q p11, 11q
Z2,2pm,nq 33 35 37 39 39
Corollary A.8. A sizeable graph has at least 23 vertices.
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Figure 7: The projective plane of order 3 with 13 points and 13 lines. Each pair
of points defines a line, and each pair of lines intersects in one point.
A sizeable graph on 23 vertices lies somehow just beyond the cusp of what is
possible. This makes the situation incredibly constrained; we suppose that we
were to have a sizeable graph on 23 vertices and progressively determine more
and more of its structure, until we zero in on a specific contradiction. Up to
symmetry, there is at each step of the argument only one way for the graph to
develop.
The incidence graph of the projective plane of order 3, Figure 7, is a natural
candidate for a small sizeable graph. The projective planes are incidence geome-
tries that are optimal in various senses. Of particular importance for us is that
they are bipartite and have no 4-cycles: a 4-cycle would correspond to a pair
of lines that intersected in two distinct points. The projective plane of order 3
then presents itself since its points and lines all have 3 ` 1 “ 4 incidences, so
that the total number of edges is larger than the minimum needed for connec-
tivity of the 4 induced subgraphs. Exhaustive computation revealed that the
incidence graph of the projective plane of order 3 cannot give a sizeable graph:
no bipartition of A and of B will give 4 connected subgraphs. However, our
minimal sizeable graph is a subgraph of this incidence graph; given a sizeable
graph on n vertices one cannot necessarily extend it to a sizeable graph on n`1
vertices.
We reproduce here the relevant part of Corollary 3.19 of [6]. This is a
stability result, saying that graphs close to having the desired combinatorial
prorties of the incidence graph of the projective plane can be embedded in it.
Corollary A.9. Let c P N. Then
Z2,2pn2 ` c, n2 ` nq ď n2pn` 1q ` cn
Moreover, if c ď n` 1, then graphs reaching the bound can be embedded into a
projective plane of order n.
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(d) The final contradiction
Figure 8: The stages of the proof by contradiction that there is no sizeable
graph on 23 vertices
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Now we are equipped to prove that no sizeable graph has fewer than 24
vertices, giving the main theorem of this appendix.
Proof of Theorem A.5. By Corollary A.8 and the example of Figure 6, it only
remains to rule out a sizeable graph on 23 vertices. For n “ 3 and c “ 2,
Corollary A.9 tells us that any sizeable graph on 23 vertices, which must achieve
the bound on Z2,2p11, 12q (by tabulated values), is embedded in the incidence
graph of the projective plane of order 3. This incidence geometry has 13 points
and 13 lines. Since moving between the incidence geometry and the incidence
graph it defines can be a source of confusion, we emphasize the following: points
and lines refer to the incidence geometry, whereas vertices and edges refer to
the corresponding graph. By duality (there is an automorphism of the incidence
geometry that interchanges points and lines), we can assume that it is formed
by removing 2 points and 1 line. Every point is incident to 4 lines, and vice
versa, so the total number of incidences is 52. After removing two points we will
have removed 8 incidences, leaving 44. Thus the line we remove must in fact be
the unique line on which the two points lie: this would mean its removal only
affects the 2 remaining points on the line, leaving 42 incidences, whereas the
removal of any other line would destroy at least 3 incidences. Since the group of
automorphisms of the projective plane is 2-transitive on the set of points (since
GL3F3 is 2-transitive on lines in F33, being transitive on linearly independent
tuples), we have only one possibility for the bipartite graph on A, the points,
and B, the lines. For concreteness, we remove the points labelled 9 and 11 in
our standard figure of the projective plane of order 3, Figure 7, and the line they
define, as shown in Figure 8a. The incidence structure left is an affine plane on
the 9 points labelled from 0 to 8, together with two points at infinity, labelled
by 10 and 12.
Now all that remains is to show that we cannot give A and B the requisite
bipartite structures with 4 connected subgraphs. First we show that there is
only one possibility for the bipartition of the points. For the induced subgraphs
to be connected, we of course need every line to have degree at least 1 in the two
subgraphs in which it occurs; this means precisely that each line must contain at
least one point both from A0 and from A1. This has a very strong consequence,
as a small counting argument now reveals. Since there can only be one line
incident to a given pair of points, the total number of triples pa0, a1, bq where
points a0 P A0 and a1 P A1 both lie on the line b is at most |A0| ¨ |A1|. Counting
over the lines first, we see that a line containing k points creates at least k ´ 1
such tuples, with equality if and only if all but 1 point on the line are in the
same Ai. There are 6 lines containins 4 points and 6 lines containing 3, so this
gives at least 6 ˆ p4 ´ 1q ` 6 ˆ p3 ´ 1q “ 30 such triples. On the other hand,
since |A| “ |A0| ` |A1| “ 11, the maximum value possible for |A0| ¨ |A1| is 30.
Thus without loss of generality, |A0| “ 5 and |A1| “ 6, and moreover no line
can contain 2 points of A0 and 2 points of A1.
Consider now the points “at infinity” labelled 10 and 12. A line passing
through them contains either 0 or 2 points in the same side of the bipartition
of points. Summing over the three lines, we see that of the 9 points (labels 0
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to 8) on the affine plane, an even number is contained in the same side of the
partition. Thus the two points at infinity must be in the same side as each other,
and this must be A1, of size 6, since it thus contains an even number of points.
Thus the three lines incident to one of these points at infinity will comprise
1 line that is entirely A0 inside the affine plane, and 2 lines that have only 1
point in A0. The projective plane with the two points at infinity added admits
symmetries permuting the 3 lines incident to any point at infinity, so without
loss of generality, we can suppose that the lines t0, 1, 2, 10u and t0, 3, 6, 12u are
the two relevant lines which, in the affine plane, are entirely in A0. That is, up to
symmetry, there is only one possible way of forming the bipartition A “ A0\A1,
which is indicated in Figure 8b, with A0 in white and A1 in black.
We now consider the two induced subgraphs that involve A1. Any line that
only contains one point from A1 can be removed, since it will correspond to a
leaf vertex in the corresponding bipartite graph, and its removal will not affect
connectivity. This leaves us with Figure 8c. The points 10 and 12 at infinity
are now of degree 2 in the bipartite graph, so they must have degree 1 in two
subgraphs. So they will be leaves, and we can safely remove them, retaining the
condition that each of them forces the two lines incident to it to be in different
sides of B “ B0\B1. The incidence geometry now has 4 points, with each pair of
points defining a line (it is in fact the affine plane of order 2). There are two pairs
of non-intersecting lines must go in different sides of the partition (the condition
we retained when removing the points at infinity); this forces the same of the
third pair, since otherwise one side has only 2 lines and the corresponding graph
has 6 vertices but only 4 edges. Thus, up to symmetry, we have a bipartition
of the lines as indicated in Figure 8d. The graph corresponding to the dashed
lines is not connected, so we have reached the desired contradiction.
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